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PROMOTING ENTREPREUNERSHIP
Entrepreneurship has never been more important than it is today. It is widely 
acknowledged that new companies and entrepreneurs are important for inno-
vation, job creation and economic development in Europe.

However, traditional education and training systems in Europe have not been 
supportive of entrepreneurship and self-employment. As attitudes take shape 
at an early age, education systems should contribute more to the develop-
ment of entrepreneurial skills and mindsets.

We want to run this project because: student participation is limited; teaching 
methods are ineffective; the practical element of entrepreneurship is missing; 
teachers are not fully competent; entrepreneurship is not linked to specific trai-
ning subjects or professions; business people are not sufficiently involved.

The PRO-ENT project is intended as a support tool for fostering entrepreneurship 
within the younger generation. This is to be achieved following specific project 
planning lasting two years and involving both schools and company represen-
tatives. 

The project aims to motivate pupils to develop creative, positive and innova-
tive attitudes towards entrepreneurship. Project activities will demonstrate to 
them the relevance of education in the workplace and help them to develop 
both an enterprising spirit and a sense of personal responsibility.

The partnership fostering the project is composed of 10 partners, extending 
over many European countries. All of them, with the addition of other signifi-
cant local stakeholders, will be actively involved in project development: the 
activities’ impact could well prove definitively relevant.
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WHy THIS PROjEcT IS NEEdEd?
Globalisation has increased pressure on economies to compete and innovate, 
leading to a critical need for a vibrant base of creative and innovative en-
trepreneurs (European Commission, 2003; McCoshan et al., 2010). As well as 
meeting the challenges of globalisation and taking advantage of the opportu-
nities that arise from it, entrepreneurial people can act as an engine for growth 
through job and wealth creation, boosting economic growth and supporting 
welfare.

Other challenges facing Europe today, including environmental sustainability 
and ageing populations, also demand innovative and entrepreneurial respon-
ses (Herrman et al., 2008). At the same time, the shift to service and knowled-
gebased economies has led to opportunities for new entrepreneurial initiative, 
particularly in the area of services (European Commission, 2003). It has been 
argued that entrepreneurship has never been more important than it is today.

Since the Lisbon Council in 2000, entrepreneurship has been increasingly reco-
gnised as a competence that should be valued and nurtured within an educa-
tion and training context. It sits at the heart of the education and training 2020 
strategic framework, which cites innovation and creativity, including entrepre-
neurship, as one of its strategic  objectives. A sense of initiative and entrepre-
neurship is also one of the eight key competences for lifelong learning.

In February 2005, the European Commission proposed a new start for the 
Lisbon Strategy, focusing the European Union’s efforts upon two principal tasks 
– delivering  stronger, lasting growth and providing more and better jobs. From 
then on, the necessity for promoting a more entrepreneurial culture was always 
stressed.

This is due to the fact that the capacity of an economy to successfully 
compete and develop depends upon balancing the stock of enterprises 
through encouraging more start-ups and managing business transfer. There 
is a positive correlation between  entrepreneurship and economic growth. 
Entrepreneurship also contributes to social cohesion for less-developed regions 
and to putting unemployed or disadvantaged people into work. Moreover, it 
can contribute to unlocking the entrepreneurial potential of women, which has 
yet to be exploited further.
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There is a need to create a more favourable societal climate for entrepreneurship, 
removing obstacles to the start-up, transfer and growth of businesses but also 
based upon an integrated approach aimed at changing the mindset of 
new generations.  This is truer still once we consider that while various factors 
influence entrepreneurship, cultural aspects need to be taken into account as 
well.  Recent generations of Europeans are reluctant to take up opportunities 
for self-employment and entrepreneurial activity. 

Research suggests that cultural support (through educational programmes, 
promotional campaigns, etc.)  is positively linked to the degree of entrepreneurial 
activity in the EU. This project is intended therefore to be a supportive tool for 
fostering entrepreneurship among the young generations. This is to be achieved 
following specific project planning lasting 2 years and involving both schools 
and firm representatives.

The project aims at motivating pupils to develop creative, positive and 
innovative attitudes towards entrepreneurship. Project activities will show them 
the relevance of education in the workplace and help them to develop both 
an enterprising spirit and a sense of personal responsibility.
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PROjEcT OBjEcTIVES ANd STRATEGy
In teaching entrepreneurship it is particularly important to focus on the perso-
nality of young people. This type of education should foster creativity, a sense 
of initiative, risk taking and other generally applicable attributes and skills that 
are the foundation of entrepreneurship. 

In the project Our main aims are:

1. realisation of a EU network of professionals dealing with didactic activi-
ties aimed at fostering in the young generation a EU entrepreneurial spirit

2. putting into action a 2-year programme involving students, enterprise 
representatives & teachers

3. realising a programme geared towards assisting students in setting up 
their own businesses. The programme will include: appointment of a stu-
dent tutor, the setting down of project rules with the students, selection of 
an enterprise sector after a presentation made with firm representatives of 
the different economic sectors, advertising the relevant vacancies linked 
to firm set up, and request that students complete an application form and 
apply for jobs, organise interview times with each candidate with the help 
of colleagues from among the enterprise representatives, make a list of 
successful candidates and complete the firm organisation chart, set the first 
firm meeting and a specific day when all firm meetings will be scheduled 
during the year, have each firm sector start its activity (the board taking 
decisions, the vending office retailing products, the secretary structuring 
daily activity), organise interview in groups with people working within the 
same profile, taken over by the students, have the students compile a job 
profile description, render the firm operational, convene periodic meetings 
so as to identify any problems the students are encountering, plan perio-
dic meetings with business and enterprise representatives in order to solve 
problems encountered and acquire deeper knowledge of specific aspects 
of the business sector and after an appropriate time to have participants 
change job profiles, rise to more elevates positions, etc. the project mee-
ting will signal an occasion to discuss & experience international business & 
the opening of the firm’s foreign markets

Problems

1. students’ awareness of self-employment and entrepreneurship as possi-
ble career option

2. Underline relevance of education in workplace

3. Underline importance of personal responsibility, creativity and personal 
ability in participating

4. need to increase entrepreneurial spirit among the young generation
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SURVEy
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RESULTS
Survey Turkey
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Survey Italy
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Survey France
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Suvey Romania
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Survey Estonia
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BARRIERS TO ENTREPRENEURS
 ► Regulatory Barriers

 ► Cultural and Social Barriers

 ► Financial and Economic Barriers

 ► Others

Regulatory Barriers:

 ► Fiscal and monetary policies

 ► Structual policies

Cultural and Social Barriers

 ► The lack of knowledge of the legislation

 ► Language

 ► The lack of information

 ► The limited access to networks

 ► The lack of role models

 ► The real cost of entreprise creation

 ► The fear of failure

Financial and Economic Barriers

 ► Newer and smaller firms can face barriers in market

 ► The difficulties of management to micro loans

 ► Economic instability

Other barriers in disadvantaged groups and areas

1. WOMEN

In most countries, regions and sectors, the majority of business owners/mana-
gers are male [from 65% to 75%).

 ► Type of education 

 ► Lack of appropriated business support
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 ► Access to finance

 ► The impact of caring and domestic responsibilities

 ► Difficulties experienced in the transition from benefits to self-employment 
or business ownership

 ► Lack of appropriated role models in entrepreneurship

 ► Low levels of confidence and self-esteem

2. ETHNIC  MINORITIES

In the European Union, there are at present roughly 13.6 million resident immi-
grants and ethnic minorities and 26 million when second and third generations 
ethnic minorities are taken into account.

Many of the problems faced by ethnic minorities are the same in all small busi-
ness. But, some problems are very specific to ethnic minorities:

 ► Language barriers, discrimination, vulnerability, isolation

 ► Lack of information and trust in public support services

 ► Limited business, management and marketing skills

 ► Difficult access to finance

3. PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

Many disabled entrepreneurs started their own business because they found 
too many obstacles while searching for a traditional job.

However, people with disabilities face additional barriers to create their own 
job or business:

 ► Programs for people with disabilities that frequently do not support or 
encourage self employment and entrepreneurship

 ► Programs promoting self employment and small business development 
have not been to open to people with disabilities

 ► Restricted access to support networks

 ► Discrimination based in misguided stereotypes about the capabilities of 
people with disabilities
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4.YOUNG

The typical age for setting up and running a business is over 30 and in many 
cases over 40 years.

The potential of young people is now being recognized as a contributor for 
the reduction of unemployment and the promotion of economic growth and 
innovation, but they face a series of specific problems related to their youth:

 ► Lack of capital,

 ► Underdeveloped skills in business management,

 ► Limited market contacts and

 ► Outdated attitudes on the part of support finance or providers.

5. RURAL AREAS

Rural entrepreneurship is made unique by the economic conditions of rural re-
gions and the characteristics of rural entrepreneurs. The main common obsta-
cles can be grouped in three main categories: those associated with the small 
size and low densities of rural communities, the social and economic composi-
tion of rural communities and the nature of internal and external linkages.

We can consider some of the barriers commonly associated with rural entre-
preneurship:

 ► Declining agricultural income

 ► A culture not supportive of entrepreneurship

 ► Greater distances to markets and areas of production and limited con-
nections to the outside world and urban markets

 ► Lack of economic diversity

 ► Lack of other entrepreneurs and networks
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BUSINESS PLAN fOR SMALL BUSINESS
Objectives of the module

1. Understand what is a business plan and what it is created for.

2. Have an experience in creating a business plan.

By the end of this training the trainers should not only understand what is a Busi-
ness Plan and but also has already a first draft of a business of their own.

What is a business plan?

definition

A document prepared by a businessman/entrepreneur to summarize its ope-
rational and financial objectives for a new business or the near future of an exi-
sting one (usually one to three years) and to show how they will be achieved. 
It serves to guide the firm’s policies and strategies, and is continually modified as 
conditions change and new opportunities and/or threats emerge. And usually 
also contains a balance sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement, to 
illustrate how the financing being sought will affect the firm’s financial position.

Business Plan Outline1

As it is a document that serves sometimes to present the project to external 
persons (bank, lenders, prize givers…), it is important to point out that the do-
cument must be presented in a formal way having a cover page, table of 
content etc.

It will have 4 major chapters:

 ► Executive summary - Statement of Purpose

 ► Business related issues

 ► Financial Data

 ► Other supporting Documents

Business related issues

A cover sheet goes before the description. It includes the name, address and 
telephone number of the business and the names of all principals (if any). 

1  Source : http://www.smallbusinessnotes.com/planning/sbabusplan.html
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description of Business

In this section, you provide a detailed description of your business. 

The 1st question to be asked is: “What business am I in?” 

In answering this question include 

 ► products

 ► market 

 ► services 

 ► what makes your business unique

 

When describing your business, generally you should explain:

1. Legal business form: proprietorship, partnership, corporation. The licen-
ses or permits you will need.

2. Business type: merchandizing, manufacturing or service.

3. What your product or service is.

4. Is it a new independent business, a takeover, an expansion, a franchi-
se?

5. Why your business will be profitable. 

6. What are the growth opportunities? 

7. Will franchising impact on growth opportunities?

8. When your business will be open (days, hours)?

9. What you have learned about your kind of business from outside sour-
ces (trade suppliers, bankers, other franchise owners, franchisor, publica-
tions).

The description of your business should clearly identify goals and objectives 
and it should clarify why you are, or why you want to be, in business.
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Product/Service

Try to describe the benefits of your goods and services from your customers’ 
perspective. Describe:

1. What you are selling.

2. How your product or service will benefit the customer.

3. Which products/services are in demand; if there will be a steady flow of 
cash.

4. What is different about the product or service your business is offering.

Marketing Plan

Marketing plays a vital role in successful business ventures. The key element of a 
successful marketing plan is to know your customers-their likes, dislikes, expecta-
tions. By identifying these factors, you can develop a marketing strategy that 
will allow you to arouse and fulfil their needs.

Identify your customers by their 

 ► age 

 ► sex

 ► income/educational level 

 ► place of residence. 

Your marketing plan should be included in your business plan and contain an-
swers to the questions outlined below.

1. Who are your customers? Define your target market(s).

2. Are your markets growing? Steady? Declining?

3. Is your market share growing? Steady? Declining?

4. If a franchise, how is your market segmented? 

5. Are your markets large enough to expand?

6. How will you attract, hold, increase your market share? 
 6.1If a franchise, will the franchisor provide assistance in this area? 
   Based on the franchisor’s strategy? How will you promote your sales?

7. What pricing strategy have you devised?
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competition

We all know that business is a highly competitive, volatile arena. Because of this 
volatility and competitiveness, it is important to know your competitors.

Questions like these can help you:

1. Who are your five nearest direct competitors?

2. Who are your indirect competitors?

3. How are their businesses: steady? Increasing? Decreasing?

4. What have you learned from their operations? From their advertising?

5. What are their strengths and weaknesses?

6. How does their product or service differ from yours?

Start a file/table on each of your competitors. Review these files periodically, 
determining when and how often they advertise, sponsor promotions and offer 
sales. Study the copy used in the advertising and promotional materials, and 
their sales strategy. For example, is their copy short? Descriptive? Catchy? Or 
how much do they reduce prices for sales? Using this technique can help you 
to understand your competitors better and how they operate their businesses.

In the case of small internet based business like here it is important to keep 
track of their internet  websites, how often they change it, are they mentioned 
somewhere else (how many hits on google?) etc…

Pricing & Sales

Your pricing strategy is another marketing technique you can use to improve 
your overall competitiveness. 

Some of the pricing strategies are: 

1. retail cost and pricing

2. competitive position

3. pricing below competition

4. pricing above competition

5. price lining

6. multiple pricing

7. service costs and pricing (for service businesses only)
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Advertising & Public Relations

Having a good product or service without advertising and promoting it, is like 
not having a business at all. 

Advertising and promotions are crucial for a business and should be treated as 
such.

Develop short, descriptive text that clearly identifies your goods or services, its 
location and price. Use catchy phrases to arouse the interest of your readers, 
listeners or viewers.

Management

Your management plan, along with your marketing and financial manage-
ment plans, sets the foundation for and facilitates the success of your business.

Like plants and equipment, people are resources (and a very important one). 
It’s vital that you know what skills you possess and which you lack in order to hire 
personnel to supply the lack. Additionally, it is imperative that you know how 
to manage and treat your employees. Keep them informed of, and get their 
feedback regarding, changes. Employees often have excellent ideas that can 
lead to new market areas, innovations to existing products or services or new 
product lines or services.

 ► Your management plan should answer questions such as:

 ► How does your background/business experience help you in this busi-
ness?

 ► What are your weaknesses and how can you compensate for them?

 ► Who will be on the management team?

 ► What are their strengths/weaknesses?

 ► What are their duties?

 ► If a franchise, what type of assistance can you expect from the franchi-
sor?

 ► What are your current personnel needs?

 ► What are your plans for hiring and training personnel?

 ► What remuneration (salaries, benefits, vacations, holidays etc.) will you 
offer?
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financial Management

As a business owner, you will need to identify and implement guidelines that will 
lead to and ensure that you will meet your financial obligations.

To effectively manage your finances, plan a sound, realistic budget by deter-
mining the actual amount of money needed to open your business (start-up 
costs) and the amount needed to run it (operating costs). 

The first step to building a sound financial plan is to formulate a start-up bud-
get. Your start-up budget will usually include such one-time-only costs as major 
equipment, utility deposits, and down payments.

Start-up Budget

 ► personnel (before opening) – salaries

 ► legal/professional fees

 ► occupancy (space rent)

 ► licenses/permits

 ► equipment

 ► insurance

 ► supplies

 ► advertising/promotions

 ► accounting

 ► utilities

An operating budget is prepared when you are actually ready to open. Your 
operating budget also should include money to cover the first three to six mon-
ths of operation. It should allow for the following expenses.

Operating Budget

 ► personnel - salaries/wages

 ► insurance

 ► rent

 ► loan payments

 ► advertising/promotions

 ► legal/accounting

 ► supplies
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 ► payroll expenses

 ► utilities

 ► dues/subscriptions/fees

 ► taxes

 ► repairs/maintenance

The financial section of your business plan should include any loan applications 
you’ve filed, a capital equipment and supply list, balance sheet, breakeven 
analysis, pro-forma income projections (profit and loss statement) and pro-for-
ma cash flow. The accounting system and the inventory control system that 
you will be using, is also generally addressed in this section of the business plan.

Other questions that you will need to consider are:

 ► What type of accounting system will you use? 

 ► What will your sales goals and profit goals for the coming year be? 

 ► What financial projections will you need to include in your business plan?

 ► What kind of inventory control system will you use?

Financial Data

1. Loan applications

2. Capital equipment and supply list

3. Balance sheet and Breakeven analysis

Pro-forma income projections (Profit & Loss Statements) 
  ○ Three-year summaryDetail by month, first year 
  ○ Detail by quarters, second and third years 
  ○ Assumptions upon which projections were based

Pro-forma cash flow 
  ○ Three-year summary 
  ○ Detail by month, first year 
  ○ Detail by quarters, second and third years 
  ○ Assumptions upon which projections were based.
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Supporting Documents

 ► Tax returns of principals for last three years

 ► Personal financial statement (all banks have these forms)

 ► Copy of proposed lease or purchase agreement for building space

 ► Copy of licenses and other legal documents

 ► Copy of resumes of all principals

 ► Copies of letters of intent from suppliers
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HOW TO SEARcH NEW BUSINESS IdEAS cREATIVELy?
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LOGO, WEB SITE, INTERNET fOR BUSINESS
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MOdEL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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https://plus.google.com/107979900603909122091/videos
https://plus.google.com/107979900603909122091/videos
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https://plus.google.com/107979900603909122091/about
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